
PHYS 58F HWA9. Due Th May 5’th at lecture hours.

On the classification of compact semi-simple Lie algebras Part 1.

We first would like to start with properties shared by all lie algebras. Re-
member that we have

[Xα, Xβ ] = Cαβ
γXγ

with Cγαβ ∈ R called the structure constants. The indices run from 1 to l, so we
have l basis elements in the algebra.

As we have seen the elements of the algebra are generators of the group;
the vector basis in the tangent space of the group manifold around the identity
element. They constitute a basis for left-invariant vector fields over the manifold
as we have discussed in detail.

Now of course the property of the commutator [B,A] = −[A,B] means
that the structure constants are anti-symmetric in their lower indices; Cβα

γ =
−Cαβγ .

Now show that the Jacobi identity [A, [B,C]]+cyclic = 0 gives the following
constraint on the structure constants;

Cκλ
νCνσ

ρ + Cσκ
νCνλ

ρ + Cλσ
νCνκ

ρ = 0

These constraints are so powerful that a general classification under rather
general assumptions is possible.

Now in a matrix representation of the algebra one can perform an overall sim-
ilarity transformation on the elements of the algebra given as SXαS

−1. Show
that such a similarity transformation leaves the structure constants invariant.

On the other hand one can also consider a linear change of basis on the
algebra of the form given asXα = Sα

βYβ . Show that the commutation relations
of Yα obey the following

[Yα, Yβ ] = Dαβ
γYγ

with
Dαβ

γ = (S−1)α
α′

(S−1)β
β′

Sγ′
γCα′β′

γ′

and
(S−1)α

γ
Sγ

β = δα
β

Since these new structure constants are anti-symmetric and also obey the
Jacobi constraint this is also a Lie algebra. Thus this much ambiguity is always
present in the presentation of a Lie algebra and for classification purposes the
algebras of X and of Y are the same. So a Lie algebra is an equivalence class
of the structure constants.

The Adjoint map and representation
Let us consider a fixed element ξ of the algebra. It can surely be expanded

as ξ = ξαXα. We can construct a linear operator acting on the algebra using
this element in the following way

A(ξ) ≡ [ξ, ]

so that its action on another element ζ of the algebra is given as

A(ξ)ζ = [ξ, ζ] = ξαζβ [Xα, Xβ ] = ξαζβCαβ
γXγ = ζ ′
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Now consider two elements of the algebra ξAli and ξV eli the action of

[A(ξAli), A(ξV eli)] ζ

and show -using the Jacobi identity- that one has

[A(ξAli), A(ξV eli)] = A ([ξAli, ξV eli])

This allows for a direct lxl matrix representation of the l-many generators.
Show that if one takes

A(Xα)β
γ ≡ Cαβγ

one gets a representation of the algebra with matrix multiplication -called ad-
joint representation- defined as

(MN)a
c

= Ma
bNb

c

That is show that one gets

[A(Xa), A(Xb)] = Cab
cA(Xc)

satisfied as a matrix relation.
In many ways this is the same thing as the regular representation obtained

from the group product table for finite groups. In some places it is also called
the regular representation.

Now within this adjoint map one can therefore ask the following question:
Given a fixed element ξ of the algebra and the associated A(ξ) which we abbre-
viate as A, what are the solutions to the eigenvalue equation

Aζs = [A, ζs] = ρsζs

where s counts the eigenvalues and eigenvectors -the eigenvectors are of course
elements of the algebra.

On general ground one expects l solutions to this. The important question
is about the degeneracies of the eigenvalues.

Cartan showed that for semi-simple groups -definition below- only ρ = 0 is
degenerate and all the non-zero eigenvalues correspond to unique eigenvectors.

With this knowledge show that if we label the elements of the algebra that
has zero eigenvalues as Hi the operator A must have the form aiHi with real
ai.

The Cartan-Killing Form
Let us define the following operation between two elements of the algebra in

the adjoint representation.

(ξ, ζ) ≡ Tr (A(ξ)A(ζ))

where trace of a matrix is defined as Ma
a. Note that due to the property of

the trace operation this operation is manifestly symmetric. That is one has
(ξ, ζ) = (ζ, ξ).

Now show that one has

(ξ, ζ) = ξσζτgστ
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with
gστ = Cσλ

ρCτρ
λ

Using gστ one can show a property without the need for the inverse of g.
Show that

Cabc ≡ Cabc
′
gc′c

is completely anti-symmetric; that is in all indices. Hint: Use the definition of g
in terms of the structure constants and remember the adjoint representation of
the generators, you should end up in a trace equation which makes it manifest
that Cabc is completely anti-symmetric.

Unfortunately this is not of much use in the algebra commutation relations
because one can not write Cab

cXc = CabcX
c without the inverse of the Cartan-

Killing form.
Now Cartan has shown that Det(g) 6= 0 is the sufficient and necessary con-

dition for the group to be semi-simple. The release of this condition makes
enough of the elements of g become zero so that the determinant vanishes. A
semi simple group is one that has no Abelian invariant subgroup.

So indices can only be raised for semi-simple lie algebras. In particular if
the group is compact one can also say that under a suitable redefinition of
the algebra basis one can have gµν = δµν . If the group is non-compact (but
still semi-simple) this diagonal form will be a diagonal matrix with some fixed
numbers of +1 and the rest −1’s.

Now (as a side exercise) consider, in the adjoint representation, using the
Jacobi identity along with the definition of the Cartan-Killing form to show that
the manifest symmetry of the form implies the following

A(Xα)β
γ

Tr[A(Xγ)] = 0

Show that if the algebra is semi-simple; that is the Cartan-Killing form has
an inverse; this equation is trivially satisfied since

Tr[A(Xγ)] = 0

Now in particular for a compact group one can show that finite dimensional
representations of the algebra can always be made hermitean. One can recast
the algebra in such a way that this is manifest. We simply redefine

[Xα, Xβ ] = iCαβ
γXγ

where the structure constants are still real. We shall use this form in what
follows.

Classification of compact semi-simple Lie algebras
We are considering the following algebra of matrices

[Tα, Tβ ] = iCαβ
γTγ

where the matrix elements of the matrices Tα are given in the adjoint represen-
tation as follows

(Tα)γβ = −iCγαβ
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We also assume that we start in a basis where the Cartan-Killing form (the
metric over the algebra) is given as δαβ with its inverse given as δαβ .

As with every set of operators we ask for the Completely Commuting Set
of Operators (CSCO). Let us assume we have r many of those commuting lxl
matrices and label them as Hi. We know separate the indices into two types:
i type indices and non i-type indices which we shall denote as a etc. An index
such as α means any one of those.

We thus have
[Hi, Hj ] = 0

which is called the Cartan sub-algebra.
Now show that this means

Cij
α = 0

Argue that Hi are matrices of the following form

Hi =

(
0 0
0 Mi

)
where Mi are (l-r)x(l-r) matrices obeying, M† = M , MT = −M and M∗ = −M .
That is Hi has only matrix elements of a type.

Having established the CSCO. Let us focus on the matrices which are not
in the Cartan sub-algebra. Let us again denote these as Ta and there are l − r
of them. Show unambiguously that one has

[Hi, Ta] = iCia
bTb

Now assume we shuffle the non Hi type of elements among themselves via

Ta = U−1
a′

a Ea′

Show that this results in the following

[Hi, Ea] = Ua
′

a iCia′
b(U−1)b

′

b Eb′

Now iCia
b is a hermitean matrix and hence can be diagonalized with a unitary

matrix and the eigenvalues are real. So pick U such that it accomplishes this.
And we shall get

[Hi, Ea] = ri(a)Ea

no sum over a. Show also that the matrices Ea are no longer hermitean. We
shall accept Cartan’s result that no ri(a) are degenerate; that is there is only
one Ea for a given ri(a). Now also show that we therefore get the following

[Hi, E
†
a] = −ri(a)Ea

Argue unambiguously that therefore l − r must be an even integer.
We therefore have r dimensional vectors associated with each Ea. We call

these these the root vectors. Note that the negative of each root vectors is itself
a root vectors.

It is therefore convenient to adopt the following notation. Let us denote by
E ~A the generator that has root vector with components Ai. This means that
we have thus so far
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[Hi, Hi] = 0[
Hi, E ~A

]
= AiE ~A

E†~A = E− ~A

Now show using the Jacobi identity that one has[
Hi,

[
E ~A, E ~B

]]
= (Ai +Bi)[E ~A, E ~B ]

and thus for ~A + ~B = ~C 6= 0 such that an E~C exists with this root vector
one must have [

E ~A, E ~B

]
= N ~A, ~BE ~A+ ~B

On the other hand also argue unambiguously that is ~B + ~A = 0 one must
have consequently of the above

[E ~A, E− ~A] = σi( ~A)Hi

Now show that one has

σi( ~A) = Ai = Ajδ
ij

So we have the following thus far

[Hi, Hi] = 0[
Hi, E ~A

]
= AiE ~A[

E ~A, E− ~A

]
= AiHi[

E ~A, E ~B

]
= N ~A, ~BE ~A+ ~B

E†~A = E− ~A

In the next assignment you shall study the last commutator as we did in
class.
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